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BACCALAUREATE SERMON - SUMMER SESSION 1956
delivered by
Revp Mr. Paul K. Abel of St. Michael 1 s Church
Hays, Kansas
One of the most prevalent .of modern heresies is not a golden calf, but one
made of putty ...... 11 the adjustment cult". This is a basic philosophy underlying the
work and aims of too many of our schools, welfare institutions, and even our
churches; that the purpose of human character-building, the standard of human
acheivment, and the criterion of mental and spiritual health is adjustment to onels
environment. Never mind what that environment may be -- it is the act and accom•
plishment of adjustn1ent that is the important thing,. The crowning accolade of personality nowadays is to be called 11 a well adjusted person,n not an outstanding one.
Yet behind all the jargon of social intergration some still hear the haunting
whisper of a might saint (not, incidently, a well adjusted person), a whisper that
is but a faint echo of his once mighty thundering to the Christians of the first
century; "Be ye not conformed to this world, but be ye ' transformed by the renewing
of your minds."
What is this? If adjustrnent to onets environment is the standard of mental
and spiritual health, and if the Christian Church is the place to find soundness of
mind and peace of spirit,. how is it that in its very Canonical scriptures is to be
found the apostolic commandment NOT to be conformed to this world?
To adjust or not to adjust -- is that the question? Christianity has never
called it the most important one, but it is one which each of us as Christian, must
decide. On the ,one hand is Western society's cult of conformity; on the other is
Communisms cult of rebellion (although this rebellion without, once achieved, becomes a deadly conformity within). Underlying them both is the unrest and dissatisfaction of a threatened and broken world. Where indeed is the Christian
answer? Does st. Paul's, 11 Be not conformed", and his Lord's "I come not to bring
peace, but a sword", sound a peal on which the Internationale rings the changes?
As is most often the case where the world provides contradictory alternatives.,
the Christian answer is neither of them. Not conformity to a sinful society, nor
rebellion against such order and authority as has been achieved, but a third way -transformation -- is the Cbristian answer.
And, although, the impetus for the process lies with God, transformation begins where all things human must begin., within oneself. Such transformation is
neither so simple, nor even so easy, as the secular alternatives. Adjustment, hard
as it often is, is easier than sainthood. Rebellion for all its violence, is
softer than self denial. Being lost in the mob, or tearing down the images -either is far easier than the lonely anguish of redemption, with its death and rebirtho Neither the shackles of mediocrity nor the sword of anarchy is so heavy to
carry as the Cross. But, at the same time, neither the circular avenue of conformity nor tht3 shadowy highway to Utopia leads so far as the short climb to
Golgotha -- for they cannot lead out of the world they start from, while the way of
the Cross leads surely to eternity, and the signpost that points to it is the
Resc.rrection.
The way of the Cross is not the way of social adjustment, although it is the
way of social concern. A communion and a society are two very different things.
The Communion of Saints is a living organism of differing members, not an allow of
indiscernible elements.

The Lord of Life and l'faker of all Creation was not well adjusted to His enviromnent when He dwelt as man in the world of men, neither did He make any attempt
to overthrow the established society in which He lived. By His presence within it,
He transformed it, and tha.t has been the pattern for His followers ever since.
The way of the Cross has been to the saints the way of trans.formation by the
grace of God the Holy Ghost, and their consequent transforming influence on the
course of human history.

St. Paul was a square peg in a society of round holes. He not only failed to
adjust to the standards and customs of his race and nation and church, but he
stirred up a new movement of which he soo.n became a leader, and forced it into a
decision toward non-conformity. Had he been more concerned with his own adjustment, and less so with the basic principles of truth and the requirements of God's
will, we who are Christian today should have also to be Jews, and to be bound by
all the requirements of Jewish ritual law. That is, we should have to if
Christianity had reached so far as our time and place fettered by the bounds that
St. Paul's non-conformity struck from it.
The martyrs were, of course, non-conformists for men are patted on the back

for conformity., not burn.ed or beheaded. Transformed by the power of conviction and
upheld by the strength of a great love, they went to their deaths rather than be

conformed to a sinful and idolatrous society. Yet they were not rebels, they
sought to overthrow nothing. They merely were themselves transformed, and by their
example and contagion of faith, they transfomed a civilization.

St. Francis of Assisi, gentle, kind, holy as he was, was nevertheless a prime
example of poor adjustment to his environment. Even within the Church., his lack of
conformity to the standards o.f the time were a rebuke and a revelation ..,_ and
wrought a transformation that was the inner salvation of a slowly corrupting
Christiandom. Yet only in the beginning of his religious career was he a rebel,
when he threw off the cloths of his father in dramatic renunciation of the claims
and the standards of' his surroundings. From time to time reformers have striven
with eloquence and violence, most often in vain and frequently in disaster -- but
Francis, by the transformation of himself, transformed the Church,
So goes the record of the saints, the manifestion of the Christian way in a
The world is still pagan. And the Christian was is still the way of
the saints, the way of transformation, rather than surrender of adjustment or the
rebellion or :reformation.

pagan world.

Yet our schools have course in "social adjustment••, our welfare institutions
aim no higher than in.tegration, and lectures on mental health hold up maladjustment
as the equivalent of insanity, or at least the forrunner of it. The cult of mediocrity immerses its devotees in the despair of frustration and its concomitant gropings for escape in alcoholism, narcotism, and a strident materialism., robbing a
faltering world of sorely needed leadership and greatness. The heresy of adjustment to environment as a sorthy spiritual goal endangers souls once redeemed by the
Holy Cross of Christ.

Of course the wheels of society must be kept oiled by adjustment of individuals to the ,good of the whole, and nerves and emotions serve bodies and souls best
in the serenity of adjustment in nonessentials. To be a uon ...conformist in minor
matters is to waste spiritual energy and to devalue the transforming effect of conviction in large issues. But, where underlying principles are involved, conformity
-- adjustment -- even in small affairs, is spiritually weakening both to the
individual and to the society of which he is a. part.
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Every time we adjust to false values we endorse those values. Every time we
conform to any of the workings of sin, the exploitation of covetousness and envy,
the material standards of greed and envy, the hedonism of gluttony, the intolerance,
hatred and suspicion of anger, the prevalent lasciviousness of lust, or to the
incidioua machinations of the basic sin monger pride, by the sin of sloth, implemented by the heresy of adjustment, we bring not only ourselves but our race, a
little further away from the kingdom. of God, for which we verbally pray. Every time
we agree to an evil or renounce a good because it is the accepted thing to do, we
are falling on our knees to an idol -- the putty calf.
In the end the important thing is what we are adjusted to. Conformed to this
world? Or transformed by the adjustment of our wills to thewi.11 of God as revealed
in His Son? Conformed to our environment? Or transforming it slowly to the purpose
of God by our own transformation by His grace, into the Body of His Son? Conformed
to the world, by the submergence of our hearts and minds into the emotions and re•
actions of the crowd? Or transformed by the renewing of our minds and hearts into
being the instruments of Almighty God for our salvation and that of the men who make
up the crowd around us?

